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About This Game

Being able to control fate would be a blessing for many. To Miyon, it is her greatest curse.

East and West Taria are in conflict, and Miyon's power is the key to their victory. Meanwhile, Gai has been sold by his family into
Miyon's temple. Will the two save or destroy one another?

* * *

The third game developed by InvertMouse, this time with branching narratives. Join Gai and Miyon in their struggle against
fate. May you find the experience worthwhile!
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If you are like me, you read the reviews of this game with people claiming how terrifying this game was. How it scared the
literal fecal matter out of their \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s etc. And if you are still like me, you
properly asked yourself " Is this game really that scary? Or, are those people just actual full of the same substance that they
claim the Near Death Experience scared out of them." Well, being an indie horror gaming guy, I took the plunge and parted
with the wallet crunching $4.50?!?!, and decided to find out.

First and most importantly, is Near Death Experience (NDE for short) actually scary? Well, I've played all the way to chapter 4
(7 chapters in total), and I'd say on a scale of 1-10, 1 being a bright sunny day in the park with singing birds
and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665flying everywhere, and 10 being HOLY
FREAKING\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665GET THIS AWAY FROM ME, I'd give NDE a conservative...6.5
possibly 7 so far.

The game's main screams have come in the way of fetch quests whilst you are being chased by less than friendly creatures. So it
is jump scare heavy when and if they do get ahold of you. I'm not going to lie, one time I tried to hide in the bathroom in the
dark from the zombie guy, and I didn't hear him come in there. When he grabbed me I about knocked my cam and mic off the
desk I jumped so high out of my chair.

The atmosphere is also well done. Dreary backgrounds, rust and blood stained school hallways and underground basements, and
otherworldly places where I'm not exactly sure where the hell we actually are. The music is on point. Rising at the right times.
Plenty of unsettling creaks, squeaks, and monster growls. They actually have the old Silent Hill tornado siren thrown in the
beginning of the game as well.

But, and of course there is a but, this game suffers from the same problem as most games that rely on items finding and jump
scares do. After you've died a few times looking for whatever it is you need to collect, you already know what's coming...and it
isn't really scary anymore. it becomes more of a game of just ring a round the rosy, dodging whatever is chasing you while you
try and pick up what it is you are searching for this time. (To be fair the game did include a math puzzle as well...Yay math!
*sarcasm*) Like I said, I'm only half way in, so the rest of the game could pick up in that aspect.

Also a negative is there is no control options at all. The default mouse sensistivity was stupid high, so I literally had to turn my
mouse DPI to stone age slow speeds just to get a playable turning sensitivity. No audio or visual adjustments, button remaping,
etc. Also, you can skip to and from whatever chapter you want, right from the beginning, which I thought was a little odd.

All in all though, as far as indie's go at this price point, I feel confident in saying this has been a enjoyable little ride so far. I
don't regret my purchase, but I would caution you if you go into this thinking this reinvents the indie horror game wheel. It
doesn't, but it has a been a nice addition to the genre so far.

I am including a video of my first playthrough. It doesn't contain a review or anything special. Just me trying to help get my
upstart channel out there. Everyone else does it, so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it right? If you feel like seeing who the scrub
behind the mask is, then by all means check it out!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6AE22obh8MA. Game mechanics are very linear with very little room for
creativity\/style.

Very much not like the other witcher games, felt very grindy.. I've been playing uniball for over 10 years. It is a really simple..
yet very competitive game! There is a reason this small indy game has stayed alive for so long. If you like the simple
competitive side of games like Rocket League.. then you will enjoy this game.. Really cool concept\/idea with ok graphcis, but
the mechanics can be really frustrating, and there is a lot of missing features like button remapping.
But after you have played the game for about 20 hrs and finished the game, there is no game-play value.. Let's get something
straight... This movie short was NOT made for pugknockers (those who vomit at the slightest provocation). It has fast camera
movements, shaky camera, close-in and fast pans. It really makes you feel like you're a character in the movie. I can see why it
was filmed in this way. It works very well. I could watch an entire movie in this way.
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Editing was slick, nice visuals, very immersive.

This movie may suffer from hostility from nausea VR users... those who vomit easily. I don't think VR should be
limited\/crippled by that one segment of VR user as it was two years ago. Let's see more creative filmmaking in VR in this
manner.

I loved the fast camera moves...
I loved the shaky camera moves...
I loved the fast pans...
I loved the skydiving scene...

The future of VR storytelling... Bring me part two.. you can make it just for my viewing pleasure if you want.

Bring it on... Hurt me plenty.
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I got this game when it was on sale for $0.99 on 02\/22. I was enjoying it quite well until I came to a point where I needed to
save. The menu has the save option, but when you restart the game the only options are "New Game" and "ShutDown" I was
assuming something like a "Continue" would be in there for me to load the save game but it wasn't. I had to get a refund, but If I
knew that was implemented or fixed in the game I wouldn't mind giving it a try again in the future if it goes on sale. That was a
deal breaker, but other then that I don't have anything bad to say about the rest of the game. At the moment I can't recommend
it, but if the "Continue" got implemented (because the menu when you press esc does have the save option and the save state
slots you can choose) then maybe I'd change my rating (if I could) and possibly try it again.. WOW! I have been looking for a
fun art game like this that is not VR. I bought the DLC before I even started playing. I am very impressed! I love the choice of
colors, and the spacious Gallery you are given. Perfect for relaxing and runs smoothly! I can't wait untill this game is developed
more and see it grow! I would love to see a Undo and Redo button, change the opacity of the colors, blending tools, as well as
the ability to put photos into our artwork or our gallery.
I would love to also see the development of the gallery space too. Like the ability to put music, signs and plaques.
This is a awesome game, I cant wait to see what comes next!
. OK, I will not try to spoil any thing for people. This experiance is an unique blend of a book, a dream, art, and several puzzles.
After my first play through, that was over a few after work nights of play time, I want more. Yes, I had a few learning curves,
however, this did nothing to distract from it in any way. If you are looking for action, this may not be for you. If you like a good
fantasy book, this is recommended. Bring your thinking caps too, I completed in 5 Hours, with the progress showing 79%. I
belive I will be trying for 100% soon.. I can get behind this game as an Early Access development. The mechanics and idea is
pretty fun, but there are a few bugs. I'd like to see where the developers take this in the coming months.. For £3 I still think its
over priced. Everything is just painful. From choosing 6 of 20 champions/heros/characters with nothing but hit points and action
point numbers to go on (is this a mage? a healer? a tank? a melee damage? a support? what abilities do they have?) to the
tutorial (where minimal stuff is covered) to the controls which are clunky, and ill designed. I have paid my money, played my
2hrs, and will now promptly uninstall.. turn-based RPG, with D&D elements. After struggling to fix load times (still not sure
what fixed it), this game looked like a loss. However it becomes extremely addictive when you get into the battles, and learn
how to best defeat enemies.

The unique units and the building systems allows for a fair amount of expansion, but there is a point where you will run out of
new units. (though if you play it all the way through, you should only reach this point at the end of the game). Most battles on
the lower difficulties are fairly simple, however when you get to the end game battles, expect to have to replay them a couple of
times, as you get screwed over by flying units.

Still a great game, highly recommended
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